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Abstract






During the 7th Conference on Protection against Radon at Home and
at Work hold in autumn 2013 at Prague an international
intercomparison of continuous radon/thoron gas monitors on pure
thoron gas was also organized by a Natural Radiation Division of the
National Radiation Protection Institute ( SÚRO v.v.i.).
In total, 3 laboratories from 3 different countries took part in the 2013
intercomparison. They all submitted the worldwide known continuous
monitors RAD7 (Durridge Co.) for measurements. Certificated the
Pylon - TH 1025 thoron gas source type flow pass through was used as
a reference thoron gas source. During all measurements each of RAD
7 was separately connected to the thoron gas source and steady state
thoron gas concentration in the source output airstream was measured
and compared.
The results and problems during the intercomparison associated with
use of both the RAD7 evaluation software Capture and the monitors
alone are discussed.
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Introduction


The main internal exposure is caused by the inhalation of radon
(222Rn), thoron (220Rn) and their short lived decay products.



Thoron is the short-lived isotope of radon present in the thorium
radioactive series. During indoor and outdoor radon measurements
thoron very frequently accompanies radon and in a some cases it can
cause strongly false positive radon overestimation. That’s why
thoron measurements are very important.



Thoron is also interested in the measurement of radon emanation
from soil and retrieval of radon entry because in that case thoron or
it’s progenies reach higher concentrations. Similarly to radon also
thoron decays through series of five transformations to the stable
lead isotope 208Pb.

Thoron decay chain

Thoron continuously monitors


Although there are a several thoron gas
continuously measuring devices on the
market: RTM-2200, RTM -1688, EQF3200 (SARAD, D), the key role plays the
worldwide RAD7 (Durridge, U.S.A).



The RAD 7 is continuous alpha
spectroscopic monitor which is capable
to distinguish radon/ thoron gas. Whilst
radon gas is calculated by means of
registered alpha countings of 218Po
decays, thoron gas by means of
registered alpha countings of 216 Po.



The software CaptureTM(Durridge) is
used for all those calculations.

Participants


3 laboratories from 3 different countries took part in the 2013
intercomparison. They all submitted the continuous monitors RAD7
(DurridgeCo.) for measurements.
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Thoron source system


The convenient flow-through
radioactive gas source Pylon
Model TH-1025 was used for
RAD7 thoron intercomparison. It
contains a dry thorium (Th-228)
source which reliably emanates
100% of the thoron (Rn-220) gas
produced. The features of TH1025 Pylon source are high
accuracy, easy to use, continuous
operation and constant rate of
emanation.

Thoron gas concentration in the exit
stream of a source


The steady state thoron gas concentration A(220Rn) in the exit stream
of a source operating continuously at a constant flow rate (f) is:
A(

220

A(228 Th)
E
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x
f
0,995
V+

λ

E is thoron emanation coefficient,
V is active volume of source ( l)
f is flow rate through the source (l/min)
0,995 is correction factor due to the transient equilibrium between 224
Ra and 228 Th.
A(228Th) is thorium-228 calibrated source strength corrected for elapsed
time from calibration ( Bq)
A(220Rn) is thoron gas concentration ( Bq/l)



Based on use of a very accuracy
flow meter Defender ( SKC. U.S.A)
and observed average difference
between theoretical value of thoron
gas (A220)calculated according to
equation (1) and its value measured
by means of the SÚROv.v.i.
reference RAD7 calibrated in the
Physikalish Technishe
Bundesanstalt (PTB), total
uncertainty of the reference value
are estimated to be better than 10%
( K= 1)

Material and methods









Participants used RAD7 Protocol Thoron which provides a standard
test for sniffing both radon and thoron in 5 minutes cycles.
To avoid a large losses of thoron for a quantitative measurement of
thoron the RAD7 standardized setup and protocol Thoron was used.
This mode is convenient for quickly scanning the field and finding
cracks and the inflow of radon and thoron.
Thoron mode causes RAD7 to print both thoron and radon
concentrations in continuous data logging or in subsequent printing
of data.
Thoron Protocol also directs the automatic pump setting to
continuous pump operation to assure a fresh sample.
The software CAPTURE was used to analyze the thoron data.
Corrections for decay of thoron in additional volume and spill over
phenomena were estimated by each participant according the data
from thoron calibrations either with implementation of owners
sensitivity factor (for thoron only) to CAPTURE calculations or with
original calibration data.

The key problems and their solution
 The results obtain by such thoron active device may be no reliable
[1] because of the significant sources of uncertainty both in the
thoron calibration and in thoron measurements due, primarily, to
the short half-life of thoron. The other problem is a nonuniform
distribution of the gas in the room.


The key poblems during the evaluation of results were:

1.

strong difference between standard and actual RAD7 flow rate

2.

the Capture SW difficulties

RAD7 calculations and corrections





Thoron activity concentration calculations:
 C=R x D x V
(2)
where R is thoron instrument reading, D is correction for thoron gas
losses inside RAD7 and V is a correction for thoron losses in sum of
volumes connected to inlet to RAD7.
D = 1+λ V2/q - correction for thoron gas losses inside RAD7
λ - decay constant for thoron 0.748 min-1
V2 – volume of the internal cell 0.75 l
q – flow rate 0.96 l/min
D= 1.5844



V - correction for thoron losses in sum of volumes connected to inlet
to RAD7

 V1 – additional volume (sample tube, dryer, filter and flow rate
meter)

’’Spillover’’ factor






There is a low-energy tail to every peak in the RAD7 spectrum which
amounts to about 1% of the peak count rate spilling into the next lower
window [3]. If the spill from window C to window B is too great relative to
the base amount in window B, it becomes impossible to calculate thoron
concentrations with sufficient certainty.
This situation can be avoided by purging the RAD7 with fresh air. A small
percentage of "spillover" from window C to window B is measured during
radon calibration and a correction factor built into the RAD7 itself. The
RAD7 automatically makes corrections to thoron readings for spill from
WindowC (214-Po decays). It also automatically corrects for 212-Bi decays,
that appear in window A, by counting the 212-Po decays, in Window D, and
knowing the ratio of the two.
The RAD7 does not correct the radon reading for spill from Window B (216Podecays) into Window A. However that option is available in CAPTURE.
In the communication with people from the Durridge company we got the
promise that when an upgrade to the RAD7 is developed, this correction will
be included in the instrument, as well as in the PC software.



The thoron concentration at the inlet of the RAD7, C1, can be
expressed mathematically as

C 1= C 0 e

−

λ V1
q

where C0 is the original sample concentration, V1 is the volume of the
sample tube + drying tube + filter (around 50 mL), q is the flow rate
(around 650 ml/min), and λ is the decay constant for thoron (0.748
min-1). A typical value for C1/C0 is then 0.943 [3]. This is the number
DURRIDGE assumes in the factory calibration:
R = <Count rate in B window [c/min]/CALIB factor(in the function of
air RH)>
(4)
To use a calibration sensitivity, the instrument setup must be
identical to that used in the calibration. Otherwise, a correction to an
additional volume (dryer, tubes, flow rate meter) must be included.

Recommended RAD7 Thoron
Configuration [3]

Institute

Instrument
Last calibration
type and S.N.

1.

CM RAD7
S.N.1976

PTB thoron
calibration

2.

CM RAD7
S.N.2180

PTB thoron
calibration

3.

CM RAD7
S.N.1021

Calibration of
manufacturer

Additional
Average
volume
dryer type flow rate
[l]
[l/min]
0.635
0.635
0.635

Gas drying
unit

0.98

Gas drying
unit

0.71

gas drying
unit

0.96

Results and comments






If the RAD7 instrument was calibrated with included dryer then to
calculate thoron losses only the extra volume of the flow rate meter
of about 125 ml and actual flow rate are needed.
b)If the true CALIB thoron factor and standard procedure from RAD7
User Guide are used for theoretical thoron calculation then the
corrections for additional volume with regard to recommended
RAD7 thoron configuration V1 in the formula (1) must be included.
In practice, since flow rate through RAD 7 can be changed, amount
of dryer can vary and the influence of RAD7 on air relative humidity
hasn’t been known, thus the outputs in Capture code for thoron
concentration should be relevant only R in above eq.(1} for the
nominal flow rate(about 1l/min.).



For statistical analysis the results obtained in interlaboratory
comparisons are transformed into bias values - difference between
the results of the participating laboratories (x) and assigned values
(X) and/or z-score obtained by dividing the bias values with
standard deviations.



The reference value of thoron gas was 42 800 Bq/m3.This value was
calculated as weighted mean of calculated and measured values. It's
total or better combined standard uncertainty was estimated to be
about 10%. ( k=1) This approach was used to avoid uncertainty in
thoron emanation coef. which is not 100% in fact.



total uncertainty up to 10 % on 1 s was based on both PTB calibration
(performed last year)and theoretical value calculated from well
known gas flow rate passing through the Pylon thoron source.

Results of intercomparison
measurements
Thoron activity
Institute concentration
[Bq/l]

Standard
deviation
[Bq/l]

Bias
[kBq/l]

z-score

1.

44250

3100

1450

0.47

2.

41950

5600

850

0.15

3.

46500

4700

3700

0.79

Conclusions
 Good

agreement of results confirms the validity of the
instruments and good logic applied to obtain necessary
corrections.
 This approach can be applied to thoron intercomparison
and also to measurements of thoron in the environment
 Further plans – participation to thoron intercomparison
measurements of active and passive devices together in
thoron atmosphere

Thank you for your attention!

